Clothing expectations upon admission to the PRTF Program:
***NO STRINGS ARE ALLOWED IN ANY CLOTHING/SHOES***

- 7 shirts/tops
- 7 pair of pants (can include sweatpants & shorts)
- 3 or more bras (sports bras ONLY with no slits/interior pockets)
- 10 pairs of underwear
- 7 pairs of socks
- 1 pair of shower shoes
- Sleeping attire (shorts must be worn under gowns)
- At least one pair of lace free tennis shoes
- Swimming trunks/1 piece bathing suit (May-September)

Residential Client Dress Code

- No pants with holes anywhere above the knee
- No open toe shoes/sandals
- Shorts/skirts should stop no shorter than 2 inches above the knee (Shorts must be worn under skirts)
- No sleeveless shirts, or tank tops
- Leggings can only be worn if the shirt covers the posterior area
- No clothing with inappropriate signage that promotes alcohol, skulls/death/blood, marijuana, drug use or aggression
- No inappropriately tight clothing
- No cropped shirts or shirts that expose the midsection of the body
- No sheer clothing
- No shoes with a heel or wedge nor hard bottom boots/steel toe boots
- Shirts should not expose cleavage
- Sweatshirts are preferred over hoodies

Please refer to the Prohibited Items list in the client handbook for further information.

Clients CAN have:

- Personal blankets/pillows and linen (twin size beds)
- Stuffed animals
- Pictures to decorate their room/space
- Small area rugs to put by their bed
- Bedroom slippers
- Winter hats to wear during transition between buildings ONLY
- Winter gloves
- Personal rain coat/rain boots

Please contact our Admissions Department if you have any questions/concerns!